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Redfin Customer Support for help at 1-844-759-7732. Learning how to read is tough. There are so many different aspects that kindergarten students need to learn. To help young readers along, you can introduce them to three-letter words for kids like CVC words and beginning sight words. Kindergartener reading book When it comes to common
three-letter words that your young readers and writers will encounter in kindergarten, by far the most common are CVC (consonant-vowel-consonant) words. Check out some common CVC words with the vowels A, E, I, O, and U. CVC words that use the vowel “a” will have a short “a” sound. The most common that early readers are introduced to is the
word “cat.” But there are several other CVC words with the vowel “a.” These include: matbattagbagfanmangasramyamratcantanmadbadsad For practice with CVC words with the short “a” sound, have your students find the rhyming words in groups by trying this printable. Not only will kindergarteners get practice reading words like “mad” and
“bad,” but they will start to notice rhyming patterns. For example, can they identify the two rhyming words and one that sounds different in this set? View & Download PDF Early reading words with the vowel “e” make that nice short vowel sound of “eh” like in “pen” or “men.” A few other three-letter words for kids with the vowel “e” include:
tendenwedbedyeskegbeghemwebgetletnetpetpegleg For more practice with three-letter words with the vowel “e,” students can write the word and color the picture. Just download the printable to get started. View & Download PDF When it comes to the vowel “i,” you can have a little fun with your three-letter words. Not only will you look at words
like “sin” and “bin,” but there are a lot of other fun words for your little readers. pintinhimpigdidziprimridwigfinkidripwinbigdig Activities are great to push early learners and help them to understand words. Try this printable to get them reading new three-letter words with the vowel “i” by matching them to a picture. They are really working on their
reading skills now! View & Download PDF The vowel “o” is a fun one. There are a lot of different CVC words that early readers might come across in beginner books. Explore a few three-letter words with “o” for kindergarteners to practice. dogtopmopgotnotlogfoxboxlothoghotcotdotyousob To practice reading words, ask your kindergarteners to read
the word and draw a picture in this printable. Not only will they really enjoy creating the picture, but they won’t realize that they are doing school work! Knowing words with the vowel “u” are great if you happen to “cut” your finger or if you are planning to go for a “run.” Learn a few other fun CVC words with the short “u” vowel sound like:
rugbugtugmugrubgumcupbunsunfuntubhugbuspuppun Now, your beginning readers have a few three-letter words under their belts. So, it is time to allow them to practice their reading through some fun and short fill in the blank sentences. The pictures will help them to select the right words through sentences like: We __________ home. I rode the
__________. I drink from a __________. The __________ is warm. The pool is __________. CVC words are very important when it comes to early reading. However, they aren’t the only words that early readers should know. There are several important sight words that you’ll want to introduce them to. You might put these on flashcards or just practice writing
them on paper. allandanyare butdayforhadhasherhishowitsletnowsay shethetoousewaswaywho Congratulations! Your early readers have a solid foundation for reading! Learning word groups and sight words are great practice for early readers to gain a foundation for reading. Introducing three-letter words is just one step. To really challenge them,
you can try CCVC word lists next. Staff Writer Words That Start With C For Kids Children can challenge themselves with easy words that start with C! While there are many ways to approach spelling lessons, one option is to break up the alphabet and study new words by individual letters. Below, you'll find several C words for kids as well as activities
to keep learning fun and engaging for little learners. Teaching Spelling in 1st Grade: Simple & Fun Ideas By 1st grade, students are just learning how to read and write, let alone spell. But this year is a foundational spelling year because it transitions 1st graders into different spelling strategies. If you do right by your first graders, they'll be on their
way to being grammarians and spelling bee champions in no time. Keep reading for conventional spelling and phonetic spelling ideas on how to teach spelling words in 1st grade.
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